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-143-Lecture*1

Last week:Cartan's criterion for solvability
-

(All vector spaces / Lie algebras mentioned are

finite-dir and defined over an algebraically closed field A
ofcharacteristic zero (e.g()I

LetL be a Lie algebra. Recall that :=L

and (*= =(r)] and ↳ is solvable if ()=0 for nuto

Thm Suppose Lsgl(V) where V is a fin. dim. vectorspace.
Iftrace (XY)

=0 VXECL,2] VYEL then his solvable



Car If trace (adXady)
=0Vxc[L,2)
*YEL

then his solvablethis is the linear map 2- h I21(x,2]

Inform on 1:this is the symmetric

bilinear form ((X,i)* trace (adxadi)

special property of (2:itis associative meaning
-

x((x,47,2) =T3/X, [i,T)
YX,,zEL



prop the killing form for any ideal ofL

is the restriction of the killing form of L.

The radical of 12 is Rad(x) =(xe/5(x,i) =0)OYEL

The killing farm is nondegenerate ifRad (32) = 0.
-

this condition can be checked bycomputing
def (32(xi, x5)] for a basis [xi) for L

The radical ofL is its lunique) maximal solvable
- =>L has no nonzero solvable ideals

ideal, dended Rad(L1. ->> I has no nonzero abelian ideals
-

le ifRadCL) =0
The Lie algebra L is semisimp

RadC2) =0 if and onlyifRad(L)
=

0



T L is semisimple if and only has

simple ideals ,, ..., an such that

L =L,-- 0Ln (as Liealgebras)

In this case, everyideal of
L is a directsum

Li, Lin *-fLik for
some i,siz.. Sik

Go If L is semisimple
then 1= [1,2] and all ideals as

well as all homomorphic images ofL are also semisimple.

Rest oftoday. basic concepts in representation theory
- ofLie algebras



Imminologythroughout, L is a semisimple Lie algebra

An L-representation is a lie algebra morphism
-

C6:L - g(CV) (for some vectorspace v

explicitly:P is a linear map with b((x,4))
=(4(X), d(i))

An L-module is a vectorspace V with a
-

bilinear operation (xV -> L such that
(X,v)r X.v

(x,y)0v =Xo(Yor) - Yo(XorS Vx,YEL,
vEW

L-repus and L-modules are equivalentnations, justdifferent
syntax



Equivalent in this sense:

Prop IfG:2
+ gl(V) is an crept then V is an

Imabule for the action X.v *G(X)cy faxeveV

Ifthe action is bilinear and we have

x.(or) - Yo(X,v =4(x)(k(i)(r))- 4(i)(4(x)(r)
= (P(x)4(i) -((i)G(x))(v) =(q(X),d(y))(r)
=>P([x,i))(v) =(x,i)or XX,Yt2, veV 8

Prop If V is an L-module
then the map 6:L+ ge(v)

-

defined byPIX): v ie X or farver is and-reph.
P) similar straightforward algebra to check.



Suppose I is an L-module.

A submodule ofV is a subspace USV
-

such thatX.ueU UXEL,VueW.

A morphism oftwo modules V and W is a

-

linear map 5: V+W such that

f(Xov) =X. f(v) VreV, XeL.

The kernel ofamorphism
7: VeW is a

submobule: Kerlf)*[veVIf(
=0].



Ifan L-module morphism 7: VtW isa bijection

then f is an isomorphism.
-

An module V is ineible ifits only
meaningV has 1

Isubmodules are 0 and V F0. (exactly two submodules

zero modules are notconsidered
irreducible because

we wanta unique directsum decomp into irreducible submodules
-
->

viselyreducible ifthere are irreducible

↳submodules ViSV such thatV = Vi
Here Irefers to obvious nation ofdirectsum

for mobules



Fundamental result(state withoutproof):

itemmalsuppose :1 +ge(v)

is an irreducible L-reph (meaning thatthe associated

C-module structure onV is irreducible). Then

the onlylinear maps f:U -V with

fo4(X) =4(X)of Xxch

are the scalar maps fo:
V-V for fixed (A.
vi CV

(Requires it to be algebraically closed, characteristic zero)



·ragradientofan L-module

Suppose V isan L-module. Define V*=Glinearma

FactV*is an L-module for
the action

Ixof =(teamaxers farf -*

* For X,YEL, fer*,
vet we have

(x,i7.f)() =- f((x,).v) =
- f(x -4-v)- y.(x -x))

=>f(X-4-4) +f(YX-y)) =(X-f)(i-r) - 4-f)(x-v)

=- (-(X.A)(v) +(x-(.f)() =(X-(i -f)-i -k)() 8



Tensor products of L-modules
-

suppose V and W are modules, saywith bases (vities
and Swj]jeshas basis SV,eW;)

(i,j)+Ix5↑

-
The product ~Wis the vector space spanned

byall tensors vew (reV, wew) where

[vxv)Qw =
ver +vw and ve(w+w') =rew +rew

and savew=ve law for asA, ViveV, w,wish

fact VW is an L-module for the action
- forxEh

X.New) =(X-v)xw+v(X.w) veV,weW



4 (X,47.crew) = ((xi7-r) ew +ve((x,i)-w)

iavarianistheLequal
and after some concellation this is same as above.

⑧

Exercise The linear map V*QV + g((V)
-

fQw i (reinermee
is an isomorphism ofvector spaces ifdimV <N.

The L-module structure on ge(V) makingthis map a module isomorphism
is Xof = (thenearmaVTis - ((X)] far2, fegei


